Redefining the Way the World WORKS

Cloud Delivered Desktops
THE DIZZION ADVANTAGE
AT A GLANCE
Dizzion Cloud Delivered Desktops
efficiently deliver desktops,
workspace and application
environments to your users as a
cloud service.

KEY BENEFITS

»» Simple, Efficient

Management
Rapid user provisioning and
modifications in minutes, not
days. Automated operating
system and application
updates and patches. View
infrastructure, monitoring
and reporting from a single
pane of glass.

Dizzion enables companies like yours to eliminate the expense and
complexity of traditional desktops by offering a fully-managed End
User Computing platform.
Call it a hosted virtual desktop, Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS), or
a Cloud Delivered Desktop — it all means the same thing: your
users always have access to your most critical applications and
information assets, delivered from our highly available and secure
data centers.
Dizzion delivers the End User Computing platform performance
and reliability your business expects, supported by DizzionCare,
our 24x7 white-glove support.

»» Increased Productivity

Efficiently deliver hosted
desktops and applications
as a cloud service, removing
the traditional productivity
barriers of location, device,
and access restrictions.

»» A Customizable, Secure
End-user Experience
Not a one-size-fits-all
service. High-performing,
individual or group user
experience with over 100
security controls.

»» Capital Efficient

Shift your CAPEX to OPEX.

»» Device Agnostic

Access via desktops, laptops,
tablets, thin/zero clients and
even smart phones. Ideal
for BYOD and Work@Home
programs.

AN ALL-INCLUSIVE HOSTED SERVICE
Cloud Delivered Desktops save on your bottom line by shifting
costs from expensive, difficult-to-manage hardware and software
investments to a convenient, predictable monthly service model.
Dizzion includes the virtualization software, antimalware, patching,
updates, enterprise security, bandwidth, reporting and monitoring.
It’s simple to scale your deployment: add or remove additional
desktops with fluctuations in demand or seasonal requirements.
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FEATURES LIST
Customized Solution
• Private Cloud, On-Premise or Hybrid delivery
• Named or Concurrrent, and Persistent or Non-Persistent
Desktops
• Cloud Burst Desktops provide Business Continuity and Disaster
Recovery capabilities using geographically diverse service
delivery locations

Highly Available Infrastructure
• Hardened, resilient service provider data centers
• Redundant firewalls, load
balancers, and customer /
control plane routing and
switching
• Redundant server and
storage infrastructure
utilizing high availability
and automated recovery

BACKED BY DIZZIONCARE
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
DizzionCare is our commitment
to providing your organization
with full-time, dedicated
technical and strategic support.
We’ve got you covered.
Included:
• Dedicated Account Team
(Sales, Solutions and Client
Relations)
• 24x7x365 infrastructure
support

Enterprise Security & Controls
• Dedicated resource pool (security gateway, connection broker,
auth server), IP addressing, VLAN and firewall per environment
• Physical and virtual firewalls with TrendMicro™ Deep Security™
antimalware
• PCoIP encrypted end-user connection (VPN not required)
• PCI-DSS and HIPAA-HITECH physical security certifications
• PCI offerings: IDS/IDP, WAF, Log Monitoring / Inspection, File
Integrity Monitoring (optional)

• Portal/Tools access to
support users
• Real-time health display for
each desktop
• 100’s of metrics monitored
and reported via dashboard
• Data Protection
• White-glove onboarding
process
• Quarterly Business Reviews

• Dual Factor Auth, Single Sign On and Mobile Device Management
(optional)

Unparalleled Performance
• MacBook Pro / Solid-state PC-like end-user experience
• PCoIP (quality of service) tuning ensures optimal application
performance
• Softphone telephony integration & real-time video playback
support

READY TO SEE A CLOUD
DELIVERED DESKTOP?
For a live demo or a free trial of
the service, contact us at
www.dizzion.com/demo today.

• Scale out system architecture: platform performance increases
as load increases

ABOUT DIZZION
Established in 2011, Dizzion [rhymes with vision] brings the power of cloud
computing to the desktop by enabling users to securely access their applications
and data from any device, anytime, anywhere.
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